[A new class of small RNP (alpha-RNP) containing antisense RNA in K-562 cells. II. The interaction of the RNA--the alpha-RNP component--with heterogeneous nuclear and messenger RNA in the normal state and under DMSO exposure].
Small antisense RNA (alpha-RNA), components of a new class of small nuclear and cytoplasmic RNP (alpha-RNP) identified in the cells of K-562 human proerythroleukemia cell line, are capable of hybridizing under stringent conditions with precursors of mRNA (heterogeneous nuclear RNA or mRNA) and with mRNA of these cells. We found that DMSO, an agent inducing differentiation in K-562 cells, is capable of regulating the composition of alpha-RNA population and concomitantly changes the content of mRNA that has regions homologous (complementary) to alpha-RNA. Specifically, it has been demonstrated that DMSO decreases the level of alpha-RNA, which hybridizes with the actin gene. Results of restriction mapping of regions of complementary interaction of alpha-RNA with the actin gene point out that alpha-RNA hybridizes with regions containing the promotor area and 3'-nontranslated area of the gene. It is proposed that small antisense alpha-RNA (alpha-RNP) participates in the control of gene expression at posttranscriptional level in cell cytoplasm.